A ne w t ype of 3-bod y calorim ete r for meas ul-in g absorb ed dose produced by ionizing radiation is described in de tail. All three bodi es ri se in te mperature during irradi ation, and the heat absorbed by th e ce ntral core is meas ured by sta ndard mea ns. Only th e centra l co re is heated during electrical calibration, but th e in c reased heat lo sses a re co mpe nsated by measuring mos t of the hea t lost to the s urro undin g jac ke t a nd a uto mati cal ly ad din g it to the heat retain ed by the co re. Th e th;rd body is a mass ive, the rmall y-Roatin g shi eld , whose prese nce red uces th e heat losses durin g irra diation , with a c onsequent in c rease in se nsitivit y and stability. A mathe matical desc ription of th e calorime te r beh avio r is prese nted , along with a di sc ll ssion of co ntro l a nd operation tec hn ique. In parti c ul a r, it is show n h ow thi s 3-bod y calorim eter ca n be calibra ted as a I -body calorim e te r, with la rge hea t losses, or as a 2-bod y calorim e te r, in th e quasi-adi abati c mode. This ca lorime ter design de c reases th e effec ts of thermal gradi e nts a nd a t th e same tim e provides th e mea ns to test for th ese e ffe cts. The results of these tes ts show th at for th is parti cul ar mod el , sys te mati c e rrors ca used by th er mal gradi e nts, durin g electri cal measureme nts, a re no la rge r than 0.1 perce nt. Errors in co mparing a n electri ca l run with an irradiati o n may be so mewh a t large r because of differe nt te mperature gradi e nts within the sys te m. It is also point ed out th a t th e ge ne ral design of thi s calo rim ete r is not re stricted to meas urin g a bso rbed dose but ca n be appli ed to cal orim etry in ge neral. K ey word s: Absorbed dose; calorim eter; heat-loss-co mpe nsati on; the rm al grad ie nts.
Introductio n
The purpose of this re port is to describ e a new type of calorimeter de veloped at th e National Bureau of Standards for meas urin g absorbed dose 1 delive re d by ionizing radiation . Th e basic prin ciples have already been described [1] [2] [3] ,2 but will be r e peate d here, along with a detaile d d escription of the co nstruction and use of the pres e nt models. It is believe d that this general design could be use d to advantage in conventional calorimetry, as well as in the more specialized absorbed-dose field , and th e description imm ediately following is intended to b e ge ner ally applicable.
Historically, one of th e prin cipal limitations on the accuracy of an iso pe riboli c calorim e te r (a thermally insulated body in a constant-temperature e nvironment) has been th e accuracy with which corrections could be made for heat lost to th e s urroundin gs [4] . In the new design , mo s t of thi s heat is co mpensated for by bein g me as ured and automatically added to the * This work was s u ppo rt ed pri maril y by th e Na tional Ca ncer In s titute . Na ti onal In s titutes heat retained. This is done by e nclosin g th e core of th e calori meter , where the heat is introduced, in a thermally insulated jacket, and electrically meas urin g and adding their te mp erature rises. If th e two co mponents have e qual he at capacities, the sum of their temperature rises is proportional to th e s um of th e heat r e tain e d by e ach. Th ere will still bea correction for heat escaping from the jacke t, but its magnitude will be considerably smaller, because th e jacket is not heated directly , and its temperature ri se will be much smaller than that of the core. Moreover , th e jack et temperature necessarily will be more uniform than that of the core. Hence a co mparison of meas ureme nts made with and without heat-loss co mpe nsation should provide a measure of th e e ffec ts of thermal gradients in th e cor e. 3 In absorbed dose work , the co mponents near th e core are heate d uniformly when th e calo rim ete r is irradiate d with high-e nergy beam s, so that cor e thermal gradie nts are negligible and th e cor e lo ses very little heat. During electrical c alibration s, howe ve r , when an accurately meas ured quantity of h eat is di ssipate d in the core, its temperature will ris e above that of the surroundings, and there may be significant heat loss. Historically, this situation has been avoided by the development of the quasi· adiabatic calorimeter [7] where equal electrical power densities are dissipated in core and jacket, but where only the core temperature rise is measured. Calibrations using this technique closely simulate the radiation case, except for thermal gradients in the core caused by localized dissipation of electrical power. Typically, these gradients have been reduced by constructing the core like a sandwich, in an attempt to dissipate the electrical power uniformly throughout the thin middle layer [7] [8] [9] .
The design described in this report offers a valuable alternative to the quasi-adiabatic calorimeter for adsorbed-dose measurements. The heat-loss corrections for electrical calibrations and the effects of thermal gradients are small because of the dual role played by the jacket, which must be considered an integral part of the new calorimeter. Moreover, as already mentioned, comparison of corrected calorimeter calibrations with and without heat-loss compensation provides an excellent test of the effects of thermal gradients. In addition, the calorimeter can be operated in a quasiadiabatic mode , and a comparison of its calibration in the two modes serves as an additional consistency check.
This report includes a comprehensive mathematical description of the new calorimeter operation, and a discussion of the sources of systematic error in such an instrument. This is followed by detailed descriptions of the calorimeter construction and techniques of operation. The results of the bench tests discussed above are described, and a brief summary of radiation experiments is included. The final section is a discussion of some of the results and a suggestion as to how this calorimeter might be improved. A the rmis to r and a he at.e r are e mbedd ed in the s hield to aid in restoring te mperature e quilibrium. Adi a batic or fl oating modes of the shield re quire a s urroundin g me dium regul ate d at consta nt te mperat ure.
Calorimeter Theory
shield, all made of the same material. The core and jacket have equal heat capacities, while that of the shield is considerably larger. The three components contain thermistors of equal sensitivity, which are used for temperature measurements. In addition, the core and shield each contain an electrical heater. The core heater is used for calibration, and both heaters are used to restore the system to equilibrium after a run, as described in section 5. The three bodies are thermally insulated from each other, and from a surrounding medium (not shown) which is made of the same material, and is maintained at a constant temperature.
In the original proposals for a heat-loss-compensated calorimeter [1] [2] [3] , it was suggested that the shield temperature could be controlled, either to follow the jacket temperature adiabatically or to remain constant. That proposed calorimeter will be called the 2-body model, since only the temperature rise of the core and of the jacket are of interest. The calorimeter described in this report, which has a thermally floating shield [3] , will be called the 3-body model, since the temperature · rise of the shield is also a parameter of interest. The mathematical description of the temperature rises for the 3-body instrument is considerably more cumbersome than that for the 2-body instrument, but the rewards gained by operating with a thermally floating shield make it well worth while.
The following description assumes that each of the three calorimeter components is free of temperature gradients and that all heat transfer coefficients and heat capacities are constant. It deals with the case where the input power is constant, but can also apply when the power fluctuates with time [1-3].
Let T\, T2 , T3 represent temperature rises (K) of the core, jacket, and shield, respectively, above the constant temperature of the surrounding medium, C\, C2 , C3 represent the heat capacities (J/K) of the core, jacket, and shield, respectively
PI, P2 , P3 represent the constant power (W) applied to the core, jacket, and shield, respectively, and K" K2 , K3 represent the heat transfer coefficient (W IK) between the core and jacket, jacket and shield, and shield and medium, respectively.
The differential eqs of heat flow in the 3-body calorimeter are:
and (3) where t is time. The general solutions of these eqs are of the form: 
The asymptotic tempe rature ri ses are:
and The coe fficie nts are:
and where:
(8)
(11)
(15)
and (22) Th e temperature·time curves shown in fi gures 2 and 3 were calculated from these eqs using the experime ntal values of heat capacities and tran sfer coe fficien ts for one of th e calorim eters described in this report. The exposure tim es chose n are typical of times en co untered with two different radiation sources in thi s laboratory, a lin ear accelerator (100 s expos ures) and a 500-curie co balt-60 so urce (1000 s ex pos ures).
In each of fi gures 2 and 3, the upper c urve was calc ulated for a n irradiation, assuming a uniform dose The top c urve (s upe rsc ript r) s hows the c ore res po nse for a uniform dose rate throughout the calorim eter. The oth e r c urv es (s upe rscript c) show it s behav ior when heat is applied on ly to the core. The temperature scale is normali zed to P],T/C. = 1, where T is th e heatin g TI ME. s rate throughout the three bodies (so that PI/C I =P21 C2 = P3IC3). The other curves all refer to electrical calibrations, with power PI supplied to the core alone (P 2 = P 3 = 0). In both the irradiation and calibration cases, the core temperature rises to a maximum, and decreases after power is turned off. In the radiation case, the jacket and shield temperatures behave in the same manner, but their temperature rises are slightly smaller. They are not shown in figures 2 and 3 for the sake of clarity. In the calibration case, the jacket and shield temperatures rise more slowly, since these components are not heated directly, and con-, tinue to rise for some time after power is turned off. The core curves of figures 2 and 3 can be observed experimentally by following the output voltage of the circuit of figure 4 , an equal-arm Wheatstone bridge. Similarly, the core-plus-jacket curves can be observed by following the output voltage of the bridge of figure 5 , which includes the jacket thermistor.
The input energy during these experiments can be evaluated by integration of eqs (1) and (2). For measurements with the circuit of figure 4, integration of (1) shows that with TI (0) = 0 , the energy stippJied to the core during a run of duration r can be expressed as:
.... where: 
Equation (23) gives the core energy for either an irradiation (ED) or a calibration (Ee) , although the correction factor for the former is much smaller than for the latter. Calculated values of FE· and Fe for times . up to 1000 s are shown in figure 6 , using the same C's and K's used to obtain the curves of figures 2 and 3.
The correction factor for calibrations can be reduced considerably by using the circuit of figure 5. For this case, with P~= P3 =0, integration of the s um ofeqs (1) and (2) sh ows that the elec trical e nergy supplied to the core, can be expressed as:
where:
(25) usin g th e meas ured calibration e nergy, measured temperature rises, a nd calc ulated heat-Joss corrections. 5 The absorbed dose in th e co re is th e n K~f (T2 -T3)dt core and jac ke t thermi stors reduces the size of the correction 4 by a large factor, and thus in prac tice it may decrease th e un certainty of the heat-loss correction.
If radi ati on run s in the I-thermistor mode are co mpared with calibration runs in the 2-thermistor mod e, the radiation e nergy absorbed in the core can be determin ed from th e equati o n:
-1 This correc tion ca n be determ in ed at any tim e. The n at a ny tim e. t , aft er power turn -o ff.
[TI(t) + T2(t )] (l + F~.+ ) is a cons tant. aft er th e the rm al gradients inside the core have di sa ppeared.
Ec:
where M e is the core mass in kg if E,(, is in joules.
The re is an interesting relation between the core temperat ure rise durin g and after a radiation measureme nt, T\', a nd the temperature rises of th e bodies during and after a calibration , T f, T~, and T'i. If th e same power is applied to th e core for the sa me le ngth of time in each case, it can be s how n that for a ny value of t:
Thi s is a special case of a more ge neral th eorem whi c h was disc ussed in the ea rly refe re nces [1] [2] [3] , us in g a sli ghtly diffe re nt notati o n. In additi o n, th at th eo re m also s hows th e equiv ale nce of quas i-adiabatic calibra ti ons a nd heat-loss co mpe nsated ca li b ratio ns for a 3-bod y calori me ter. In a quasi-adiabatic calibration , PI = P z a nd P3 = 0, and th e temperature ri se of th e core, Tr (t), is identical with th e sum of th e core and jac ke t te mperat ure rises when th e core alo ne is heated with power PI :
(30)
This eq uation also applies to a 2-body calorimete r.
Sources of Systematic Error
Th e theory of section 2 assumed that each calorimeter component was free of temperature gradients at all tim es. In practi ce, thi s is never co mple tely true, which raises se veral ques tion s. Is the th ermi s tor in each co mpone nt locate d in a position wh e re it will correctly indi cate the average temperature of that compone nt ? Again, if there are te mperature variatio ns along th e surface of any co mpone nt whi c h affect the average rate of heat loss, are eqs (1) to (3) a n adequate description of th e calorim e ter operation? Differe nces of the order of 1 percent across th e s urface of a 2-piece core of quasi-adiabatic co ns tr uction have been re porte d [9] . Whether or not s uc h gradi e nts affect the accuracy of th e calorim eter measurements is a co mplicated question , depending on exact details of calorimeter construc tion and operation.
!> Note that sin ce ~;. is determined from ratios. it is independent of both C 1. excep t in a minor way in the calc ulated corrections, and the absolu te cali bration of th e tempe rature scale.
During irradiation runs, energy is deposited in proportion to absorbed dose throughout the calorimeter,6 and the thermal gradients are quite smalL Much larger thermal gradients appear during calibration runs, when electrical power is generated in the core alone_ Attempts are usually made to distribute the source of calibration power as evenly as possible thro' ughout the core [7] [8] [9] to minimize these gradients. In the present case, this was not done, and calibration power was generated in a small spherical heater (a thermistor) attached to the core near its surface. One would expect the effects, if any, of these gradients to be considerably reduced by use of the two-thermistor bridge instead of the single-thermistor bridge. The jacket acts as a thermal buffer and heat retainer which in effect allows more time for large thermal gradients in the core to dissipate. Thus, heat loss from the system is not from a non-uniform temperature core, but from the jacket, which has a lower and more uniform temperature.
After calibration power is turned off, and thermal gradients around the core heater have disappeared, there will be a radial temperature drop because of thermal leakage to the jacket. This tends to reduce the temperature of the core thermistor , which is located close to the surface, where the temperature is lower than the average core temperature. This could lead to a systematic error if calibrations were performed with the single-thermistor bridge. This error will be at least partially cancelled by using the two-thermistor bridge, because the jacket thermistor, close to the inner surface of the jacket , will be raised above the average jacket temperature because of heat flow from the core.
The core thermistor leads conduct heat from the core thermistor, leading to erroneous thermistor readings and systematic error. This error can normally be made negligible by using long leads of small diameter, but even in applications where this would be difficult , the error can be effectively eliminated ill a two-thermistor bridge. This is done by using leads of equal length for core and jacket thermistors , and thermally attaching the core leads to the jacket and the jacket leads to the core, as shown in figure 7. Any reduction of the core thermistor temperature is compensated by an increase in the jacke t thermistor temperature.
Another source of systematic error is thermal conduction along the heater leads. These leads conduct more heat from the core during calibrations than during irradiations, because in the former case, the heater is at a higher temperature. Again, this error can be made negligible by using long, thin leads , but even where this cannot be done , most of the heat lost from the core can be retained in the jacket of a twothermistor calorimeter if the heater leads are thermally tied to the jacket. 7 
'
The four systematic errors discussed in the last four paragraphs should all be reduced in size by changing 6Abso rbe d dose varie s with depth in any mat erial , in a mann e r which depends on th e e nergy s pectrum of th e in cident radiation. 7 1n th e prese nt ca lorim eters, th e e rrors disc ussed in the la sl two paragraph s were mini mi zed by us ing long leads . whi c h we re not attac hed to th e jacke t. However, heal radiated from th e leads is s till meas ured.
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FIGURE 7. ILL ustration of heat flow caused by temperature gradients along the sensor leads,
When th e le ngt h of A IA2 eq uals the length of A 3A4, the coolin g effects of the core sensor le ads are in principle compensated by the heatin g effects of the jac ket sensor leads.
from the single-thermistor bridge to the two-thermistor bridge for calibration runs. This suggests a test for the combined magnitude of these effects. By comparing corrected temperature rises in identical calibration runs in the two modes, it should be possible to check whether E'i: from (23) is the same as E'i: +J from (25). Any discrepancy would indicate that these systematic errors are large enough to be measurable.
A second consistency check can be performed by testing the equality of quasi-adiabatic calibration and heat-loss-compensated calibration, discussed at the end of section 2. The detection of any failure of the equality of eq (30) would be an indication that some of these systematic errors are appreciable.
Calorimeter Construction
Two carbon calorimeters have been constructed from high-purity reactor-grade graphite (p = 1. 70 g/cm 3 ) and are now in operation at the National Bureau of Standards. They have identical core-jacket-shield assemblies and differ only in the dimensions of the temperature-controlled medium surrounding the shield. The large model, which is not portable, is permanently mounted where it can be irradiated with electron and photon beams from the NBS 100-MeV linear accelerator (linac). The small model, which is portable, will be described in detail.
The construction of the calorimeters was undertaken with attention to good conventional calorimetric technique, in the expectation that they would perform well even without the advantages of heat-loss compensation discussed in the preceding section. This section describes a numbe r of constructional details that are generally applied in makin g an accurate, reliable, and stable calorim e ter. How ever, some constructional details were inAuenced by special problems encountered in th e measurement of absorbed dose. Therefore, de tails of the final design of the calorimeter and its circuit were necessarily based on a number of compromises. Tests and performance indicate that their design and fabrication are satisfactory. Figure 8 is a schematic cross section of the portable calorimeter, and figure 9 is a photograph of the beam exit side with the rear plates and the core-jacket-shield assembly removed. Figures 10 to 12 are photographs of the assembly with the shield cap and jacket cap removed.
cm
The core consists of a single graphite disc , 20 mm in diameter and 2.75 mm thick. It con tain s two 0.25 mm (O.OlO-in) diameter thermistors, e mbedd ed 2 mm deep in 0.33-mm (0.013-in) diameter holes filled with cement.
One of these thermistors has a resistance of 1500 n (at 303 K) and is used in the bridge cir c uits of fi gures 4 and 5 to indicate temperature. Th e other th er mis tor has a resistance of 20,0000 and is used as the calibration heater. The bare platinum leads of each of these thermistors were cemented to th e core for a le ngth of about 4 mm, using a thin laye r of plastic for electrical insulation. The thermistor leads had been soldered to # 44 enameled copper wires, 0.05 mm (0.002 in) in diameter, as s hown in figure 12. An additional lead , 0.01 5 mm (0.0006 in) in diameter and co ns tructed of an alloy with low th ermal conductivity, was provided for electrically gro undin g the core to a point ex ternal to th e calorimeter. Th e core was mounted on the base of the 2-piece jacket with three polystyre ne s upports, 0.5 mm in diameter and 1 mm lon g. The materials e nclosed by the jacket are listed in table 1, which s hows that th e weight of impurities is less than 0.4 percent of th e total weight of th e core . An es timate of th e differen ce of the heating effects from that of carbon durin g beam irradiation indicates an insignificant effect « 0.1 %) on a measureme nt. The
it was much more effective in retarding heat tran sfer than was aluminum evaporated directly onto graphite. The mass of the aluminized mylar and th e adhesive with which it was attached was about 3 percent of the mass of the jacket.
The outside dime nsion s of the jacket were determined by the re quire me nt that jacke t and core have equal heat capacities. The core and jacket were not assembled until the masses of all the co mponents had been determined. Th e jacke t was deliberately made slightly oversize , and it was trimm ed by hand until the calculated sum of the heat capacities of the individual jacket components was equal to a similar sum of the core component heat capacities.
A 1500-0 thermistor was embedded with cement in the jacket base , 0.9 mm thick. Its platinum leads were cemented to the inner surface of the jacket. A length of about 5 em of the copper leads from this thermistor and from th e two core thermistors was left in the void between core and jacket , wound around and ce mented to the polystyrene core supports. Th ese, along with th e core grounding wire, e merge from th e jacket through a hole required for pump-down and are th ere joined by a second gro unding wire attached to the jacke t.
Th e jacket cap was tightly fitted to the jacket base and lightly bonded with ce ment. T ests were performed which showed that there is good thermal contac t between cap and base. s The jacke t is mounted on the s hield with three I-mm diame ter polystyrene supports, which are recessed into enlarged holes in the shield. Th e thermal path le ngth is thus 6 mm although the jacke t base and shield are separated by only 1.25 mm.
Th e external dime nsion s of the s hield are a diame ter of 36 mm and a le ngth of 74 mm. The shield is 85 times as massive as the core; it has ample he at capacity to protect the core from external te mperature fluctuations tran s mitted by the 2-mm-thick front surface of th e medium. Th e front of th e shield cap is only 1 mm thi ck. The cap is firml y fiitted onto th e shield base and seale d with a graphite colloidal suspension. All of th e s urfaces of th e s hield are covered with aluminized mylar.
The thermistor leads e merging from the jacket are wound around and ce mented to the jacket supports, as shown in figure 11 , for a length of about 5 cm before passing to the shield. They are cemented to the shield for a length of about 1 cm and then pass through a pump-out hole to the te rminals shown in figures 9 and 10.
The graphite medium was machined from the same graphite block from which the core, jacket, and shield were made. Its internal surfaces, facing the shield, are
window which presses directly upon the medium itself. The outside dimensions of this box are 6 in in diameter and 4 in in length. The temperature \ of the medium is stabilized at 303 K by a thermoregu· lator. The position of the temperature sensing element of this system is shown in figure 8 , and the heating coils (wires) are indicated in figure 9 . The circuit shown in figure 13 is used to measure calorimeter temperature changes during both c alibration and radiation runs , and to return the calorimeter o components to equilibrium after each run. The circuit consists of an equal-arm Wheatstone bridge using one or more of the four 1500-0 thermistors C, J, S, and M (in the core, jacket, shield, and medium, respectively).
There is a five-position ganged switch for connecting any of these four thermistors in the bridge, or for connecting C and J in opposite arms. The bridge output voltage developed between points (0, 0') is amplified, displayed on a galvonometer, and simultaneously recorded on a paper chart.
Calibration runs are made in the C + J mode, with C and J in opposite arms of the bridge, and with the fixed 1500-0 resistor R 1 and the variable resistor Rx (a 1700-0 fixed resistor shunted with a lO-kO decade resistor box) in the other two arms ( fig. 5 ). For beam measurements , in the C mode , thermistor J is replaced by a resistor RJ of equal resistance ( fig. 4) , and an auxiliary circuit maintains J at its equilibrium temperature. There is also an auxiliary circuit to maintain thermistor C at its equilibrium temperature when, in measurement mode J, S , and M, it is replaced by resistor R e in the bridge circuit.
Thermistors Sand M were found to have slightly smaller resistances than did thermistors C and J, and resistors Rs and Rill were added to compensate for the difference. Normally about 55 ohms, they are adjusted so that the switch can be changed from C, J, or C + J mode to the S or M mod e without disturbing the balance of the circuit. 9 R esistance R4 is a 600-kO fixed resistor in series with a 300-kO variable resistor, whose purpose is to permit small changes to be made in the bridge balan ce in the C + J mode, as explained in the following section. The power supplied to the core heater during a calibration run is measured with a potentiometer at points approximately 30 m (100 ft) from the calorimeter. The heater current is determined by measurement of the potential difference across a fixed resistor of accurately known resistance (nominally 20 kO), in series with the heater. The potential difference across the heater and its leads is also measured, and gives the heater voltage after a correction is made for potential drop in the leads. This correction included all of the leads up to a point in the void between jacket and shield, but only amounts to about 0.02 percent of the heater voltage.
Measurement, Analysis, and Control
Techniques
The measurement and control circuit of figure 13 is used as follows. Start with the calorimeter components at their equilibrium temperatures 10 in the C + J mode ( fig. 5 ). Adjust R x to get zero bridge output, and call this R x(O). Measure the voltages dcross the C thermistor (at points P and P') and llcross the J thermistor (at points Q and Q'), and call these equilibrium voltages V c and Vj, respectively. Switc h to mode C ( fig. 4) , adjust RJ until the bridge output is again zero, and adjust R2 until the voltage between Q and Q' is again equal to VJ• Switch to mode J.
adjust Rc to get zero bridge output, and adjust R 3 to get voltage V c between P and P'. Switch to mode S , and adjust Rs to get zero bridge output. S witch to mode M, and adjust Rill to get zero bridge output. After these steps have been completed, the switch 9 The re is no need for an auxiliary circ uit to heat th e rmi stor 1 \:1 whe n it is not in the bri dge circ uit. because of th e large mass and temperature regulation of the me dium . In the ca se of th e less mass ive, unregulat ed s hie ld , th e c irc uit ba la nce will be alt e red by prolonged use of th ermi stor S, but thi s can be avoide d by making onl y mom entary observatio ns of the shi e ld tempe rature.
IOThe equilibrium te mperatures of the different co mponents differ bec au se th e 1.34· voh merc ur y bridge cell supplies about 38 JL W of powe r to ea ch of the core a nd ja c ke t th e rmi s· tors. This produces extra terms in eqs (1 ) and (2), whi c h dis appe ar if T i is red efin ed as the temperature ri se of th e ith co mponent above it s own e quilibrium te mperature. The justification for this is that th e Whea tstone brid ge meas ures precisely thi s rede fin ed te rn· perature. The bridge powe r s uppli ed to the thermistors does c han ge during a run , beca use of th e thermi stor res istan ce changes. but b y a n egli gi ble amount (4i: 0.01 %). co mpa red to input power. can be changed to any posItIOn without chan ging the balan ce or disturbing e quilibrium. Next, make a calibration or a radiation run. Each run consists of three parts, a n initial drift , with no input power, a heating c urve, while power is on, and a cooling curve, after power has been turned off. The time allotted for th e initial drift and the cooling c urve will vary, but each should be at least as lon g as the heating c urve, so that they can be accurately extrapolated, as disc ussed below.
For s mall temperature ris' es, the recorder chart pen de fle ction during the run will be small and there will be no need to change R x. The precision of a meas urement of the te mperature rise in such a case is limited by the width of the recorder chart. Higher precision can be attained with larger te mperature ri:;es, using a n ull method of operation. As the temperature ri8es during the heatin g c urve, R x is decreased to k eep the pe n on the c hart , as indi cated in the schematic example of fi gure 14. After completion of the cooling c urve , the co mponents can be restored to equilibrum , as described later in this section, in V'{fp aration for the next measurement.
There are two me thods which have proven useful in evaluating th e information in a chart run record. These will be called the analytical method, using calc ulated heat-loss corrections , and the empirical me thod , wher e the heat-loss corrections are determin ed graphically. The analytical me thod is useful only where the bac kground drifts do not c han ge noticeably during a given run,lI and where the input power is constant. The advantage of thi s method is that it provides an unbiased techniqu e for correctin g for heat loss, a technique which does not depend on the me thod c hosen for extrapolation of a relatively non-linear and rapidly decaying cooling c urve to the mid-run.
The analytical method requires measurement of th e net pen displacement, d ( fig. 14) . This is the vertical distance between point B (located by extrapolation of the heating and cooling c urves, as shown in fig. 14) , and an extrapolation of the small a nd essentially linear initial drift. The displacement, d, must be converted into resistance , using a conversion factor determin ed by making a known change in R x and observin g the displacement produced. The fractional c hange in R x during the run, which is proportional to th e observed temperature rise, is thenf= (6 
,R x+d) / R x(O).
Then the input energy may be written:
II If the compo nents were all in equilibrium, the initi al drift rate would be zero. O b· viously, th e closer the sys tem is 10 equilibrium. the smaller will be the chan ge in drift durin g a run.
where k is a constant determined by calibration (see eqs (23) and (25» and F is a calculated heat-loss correction (fig. 6) .
The empirical method does not require knowledge of the heat capacities and transfer coe fficients, and tends to compensate for gradual changes in the initial drift rate. It requires me asurement of the corrected net pen displacement, d m ( fig. 14) . This is the vertical distance between the extrapolated initial drift and cooling curves, midway between points A and B. Extrapolation of the cooling curve is based on the approximation of the integrals in eqs (24) and (26) by:
where the coefficients Eland E2 are zero for linear extrapolation. Again, dm must be converted into resistance, and the corrected fractional change in R x , which is proportional to the corrected temperature
Then, the input energy may be written:
E= kjm, (33) where k is the same constant which appeared in eq (31), and which is to be evaluated in a calibration run.
The numbers in table 2 show how successfully the empirical method predicts the proper corrections for the examples given in figures 2 and 3. The numbers are based on extrapolations of linear, quadratic, and cubic fits to the cooling curves between t = 7 and t = 27. It can be seen that linear extrapolation produces errors larger than 0.1 percent in all cases except the trivial case of irradiation for 100 s, where the total correction is zero_ Quadratic and cubic extrapolation , on the other hand, correctly predict the heat-loss corrections to within 0.1 percent for all cases with a 100-s exposure time, and for the radiation case with a 1000-s exposure time.
Note particularly that even with quadratic or cubic extrapolation , calibration runs in the C + J mode (which is e quivale nt to the quasi-adiabatic mode) cannot b e extrapolated accurately if they are as long as 1000 s. This is one of the reasons why calibration runs should be short , e ven when the radiation runs must be lon g. Another reason is to reduce the effect of a changing drift rate , which in creases the uncertainty in longer runs . An alternative method of operation would be to use a 2-body calorimeter and make radiation runs (mode C) and calibration runs (mode C + J) of e qual length. Then there would be no need to determine heat-loss corrections , thus avoiding errors associated with the m. However, this alternative method is only reliable for constant-power radiation sources. In general, it pays to determine the heat-loss corrections, and to design the calorimeter so that th ey will always be small (i.e., with a thermally floating shield).
After a run, the calorimeter bodies are cooled by allowing air to leak into the vacuum system. In practice, it has been found that an increase in air pressure to a few tenths of a mm of mercury is sufficient to cool the bodies below their equilibrium temperatures. To restore equilibrium, the vacuum system is pumped out again, Rx is returned to R x(O) , and the calorimeter components are heated individually, in the following manner:
In mode C , heat the core with the calibration heater until the bridge output is zero. Switch to mode J, and supply power to the jacket thermistor (by an auxiliary circuit not shown in fig. 13 ) until the bridge output is again zero. 12 In mode S, heat the shield with the heater embedded in its back end ( fig. 9 ), until the bridge output voltage is zero. The medium generally requires no restoration to equilibrium because of its thermoregulator.
Restoring the calorimeter components to their equilibrium temperatures is a process of successive approximations since the temperature of a given component will drift from its equilibrium value if the temperatures of adjacent components have not yet been equilibrated. This process can be shortened considerably, however, if the different components are heated simultaneously. Their temperatures must be observed with the circuit of figure 13. The temperatures of core, jacket, shield and medium cannot be observed simultaneously, but with a little experience, the heat required for each component can be predicted. For short runs, such as those produced by the NBS linac, where a dose rate of 50 rads/s and an exposure time of 30 s were typical, the time for a complete cycle was of the order of 12 min. For lower dose rates and longer runs , the cycling time is commensurately increased.
It is found on occasion that even after the initial temperatures have all been restored , the calorimetric 12 The inpu t to the bridge amplifier must be short ed whil e thi s is being done. In order to observe J durin g heatin g, it would be necessary to supply a separate heater for th e jacket.
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can be corrected by selective heating or cooling of the bodies until the drifts are reduced to negligible values_ The bridge balance can then be restored in the C, J, S, and M modes by small adjustments of RJ, R c , R s , and R m , and in the C + J mode by making a small adjustment of the high-resistance shunt, R4-This consists of a 600-k!l fixed resistance in series with a 300-k!l variable resistance which is initially set at mid-scale_ This shunt reduces the sensitivity of the jacket thermistor by a small fraction of a percent, and since the calibration energy added to the jacket is a small fraction of the energy added to the core, it is only necessary to make a correction for this sensitivity change III very high-precision calibrations_
Preliminary Tests
The bench tests to be described in this section were made by heating the calorimeter electrically to check the mathematical description of section 2, and to evaluate the systematic errors discussed in section 3_
The calorim e ter heat-transfer coe fficients and heat capacities had to be evaluated before the ben c h tests could be analyzed. These parameters could be determined because the resistance of each thermistor was measured as a function of temperature. 13 The temperature of any component co uld then be determined simply by measuring the resistance of its thermistor.
After the calorimeter had been assembled and evacuated to 10 -5 mm of mercury, the heat-transfer coefficients KI and K2 were determined by measuring TI (co), T2 (co), and T3 (co) when an accurately measured electrical power, PI, was dissipated in the core for a period of 16 hours. Equations (9) to (11) can be solvedforK I andK2 ,withP2 =P3=0, togive~ and
(35) (36) Equation (11) can also be solved for K3 = P IIT3 (co), but the small temperature rise was judged to lead to a very inaccurate measurement. Therefore , K3 was computed, using an assumed emissivity of 0.1 for the aluminized mylar s urfaces_
The heat capacities C I and C2 were determined from 100-s calibration runs in the C + J mode, using eq (25)_ The recorder c hart was calibrated by calculating the thermistor resistance changes from the change in the balancing resistor, tlR x, needed to return to equilibrium, and the n tran sformin g this into a temperature change. Th e correction factor. F f:+J' was shown from calculations to be only 0.12 percent (fig. 6 ). The shield heat capacity, C3 , was determined by comparing its mass to that of the core.
The final values for all of the calorimeter parameters are: The first bench test co nsisted of a compari so n of experimental temperature-time curves with calc ulated c urves like those of fi gure 2, usi ng th ese values of th e parameters. The results for meas ure me nts in th e C and C + J mod es are shown in fi gure 15 for tim es up to 700 s_ The meas ured and calc ulated c urves were normalized at the extrapolated peak of th e C + J c urve.
The RMS deviation between measured and calc ulate d curves is of th e order of 0.2 percent for times greater than 100 s, which s hows that the heat-loss co rrection s can be calculated accurately. The differences are larger when the heater is on, where the curves are much steeper. The experimental curve does not start to rise until about 2 seco nds after powe r has been turn ed on, and continues to rise for about 2 secon ds after it has been turned off. This is presumably a measure of the time required for heat to traverse the core from the heater to the temperature se nsor.
The second bench test consis ted of a comparison of electrical calibrations performed wi th the singlethermistor and two-th ermis tor bridges, as suggested in the penultimate paragraph of section 3. Th e test was performed with an electrical power of 1400 J.L W applied to the core for 100 s. The tim e interval was accurately measured in terms of the NBS 100 Hz standard frequency. The test was performed over a period of four days, and consisted of 65 measureme nts of the fractional change in R x (see figs. 4 and 5) required to rebalance the bridge after th e application of this power in either the C mode or its alternate, the C + J mode. Each calorimeter compo nent was restored to its initial e quilibrium co ndition after each run_ The averaged res ults are:
_ (0.0043332 ± 0.025%) (1.0358 ± 0.02%) -(0.0044810 ± 0.01%) (1.0012 ± 0.002%) = 1.0004 ± 0.03%. r -------------1.0r------------,------,----------,-------,-----,---------,----------.------- The observed temperature rises are given as fractional resistance changes, and the correction factors were calculated from eqs (24) and (26), using the temperature rises predicteCi by (4). The listed uncertainties are standard errors of the mean , and the number of degrees of freedom are 30 for each of the temperature rises, 2 for the numerator heat loss correction , and 6 for the denominator correction. The effective number of degrees of freedom in the final result was calculated to be 13. The third bench test was the consistency check described in the last paragraph of section 3. For operation as a quasi-adiabatic 2-body calorimeter, electrical power of 440 f1-W was dissipated in both the core heater and the jacket thermistor (in excess of the 38 f1-W bridge power) for 100 s. The resistance change needed to rebalance the bridge in the singlethermistor, mode, 25 s after power was turned off, was recorded and meas ured. Measurements in this mode were compared with calibration runs in the twothermistor mode, where 440 f1-W was supplied to the core alone. A total of 20 runs were made , alternating the two modes. The results are:
0.0013889 ± 0.02910 0.0013889± 0.02910 = 1.0000 ± 0.03910 , where T = 125 s. The temperature rises given here are again inferred from fractional resistance changes (uncorrected for heat loss), and the uncertainties are again standard errors of the mean. 14 Each of the te mperature rises has 9 degrees of freedom , and the final result has 18.
Radiation measurements
The two calorimeters have been used with three sources of radiation , the NBS linear accelerator, the NBS cobalt-60 source, and the two-mile electron accelerator at the University of Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), Stanford , California_ The work will be reported only very briefly here, to illustrate the behavior of the two instruments in those situations.
The calorimeter used with the NBS linear accelerator has produced measurements of absorbed dose in graphite at depths up to 51 g/cm 2 , using electron beams with energies from 15 to 50 MeV. These were compared with measurements of the specific ionization in air at the same depths. The results 15 are in good agreement with experimental and theoretical results of other investigators.
The portable calorimeter was first tested in a cobalt-60 beam that produced a dose rate near 10 rad/min ( fig. 16 ) in the calorim e ter core. Th e te mperature of the laboratory room was steady to within 0.3 K. Th e standard deviation of th e mean of eleve n do se meas ure· ments und er th ese co nditi ons was less than one perce nt with expos ure tim es be tw ee n 15 to 24 min .
The second test proves the equality of one· body and two· body calibrations, well within a tenth of a percent. That is, regardless of the temperature distribution in the core while it was being heated, it had an average surface temperature which increased steadily with The experimental co ndition s at SLAC were muc h more severe. The dose rates and expos ure tim es were about the sa me as for the co balt·60 meas urements, but the SLAC bea m was narrower than the core. Th e core, jacke t, and shield received relative average dose rates of 10 , 6 , and 4, respectively, resulting in heat-loss corrections ranging from 7 to 17 perce nt. In addition, the room temperature changed by 10 K during the day. Under these conditions, meas urements by the portable calorimeter of the absorbed dose per in cident 19.5·GeV electron had a standard deviation of the mean of seven determinations of 1.3 percent [10] .
Discussion
The first bench tes t discussed in section 6 shows that the mathemati cal description of calorimeter operation developed in section 2 is adequate for both one· body and two·body calibrations, except for the time lag. Temperature rises lag be hind th e application of power by about 2 s, but soo n after calibration power is turned off, the ex peri mental time-te mperature c urves follow the theoretical c urves to within a few te nths of 1 percent. increasing time, and it lost essentially the sa me amount of heat whic h would have bee n lost by a core whose uniform temperature was equal to this average te mper· ature at all times. This res ult shows that th e effects of thermal gradients in the core during calibration are negligible for both one· body and two· body operation.
The third bench test proves the equality of quasiadiabatic and heat·loss·compensated calibrations. The temperature difference between core and jacket is much smaller in the former case, from which it follows that errors which are a function of this difference are negligible. This includes errors caused by the transfer of heat in both the thermistor leads and the core heater leads.
Taken together, th ese tests show that both the core and the jacket th e rmi s tors read average temperature correctly when th e calibration power is turn ed off and the transients have disappeared. After this has hap· pened, th e core (o r jacket) te mperature is uniform , except for the small radial drop (or rise) discussed in th e third paragraph of section 3. If eith er thermistor could see this radial drop (or rise) in te mperature, it would be diffic ult for both the seco nd and third benc h tests to show equality.
It is unlikely that large effects of th e four thermal gradients dis cussed in section 3 could cancel each other in both the second and third bench tests. We therefore conclude that the effects of all four are small, less than 0.1 percent, considering the precision of the measurements.
It should be noted that the third bench te st is not really a comparison between calibrations with and without thermal gradients, since the quasi-adiabatic calibration uses two essentially point sources of power rather than uniformly distributed sources. It is felt that the thermal gradients in these two calibrations differed enough so that the results of this test are a good indication that the effects of thermal gradients are negligible. Nevertheless, it is possible diat some undetected systematic error is prese nt , and that the uncertainty in the heat-loss-compensated calibration is somewhat larger than the cited 0.1 percent.
Finally , mention should be made of a different proposal for increasing the sensitivity of a heat-losscompensated calorim eter [l1J. This proposal is to embed thermistors with positive temperature coe fficients of resistance (PTC) along with the negative-coefficient thermistors (NTC). Each PTC thermistor would b e connected in a Wheatston e bridge arm adjacent to the one containing the NTC thermistor. Some PTC thermistors appear to have a useful sensitivity about twice that of the NTC thermistors, so it may be possible to triple the bridge output voltage per unit temperature rise without an accompanying nois e increase.
Summary
A calorimeter for measuring the absorbed dose produced in graphite by ionizing radiation is described. Its design is based on compensation for heat lost from the calorimeter core during calibration by automatically adding the temperature of the surrounding jacket to the te mperature of the core. The firstorder calorimeter theory is developed in detail, and four pote ntial sources of systemati c error are described. The cons truction of the calorimeter and the meas urem e nt and co ntrol tec hniques which have prove n most effective are describ ed in detail. Finally, test data are presented which show that the four systematic errors mentioned above are negligible for this calorimeter as it was used.
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